The Super Hero Project

Name:

Fire Face

Teacher:

Mrs. Peak

Group Members’ Names:
Jesus (9 years old)

School

- Country

- City

Nisley- USA- Grand Junction

Powers: He can turn into a heat blast and he can kill bad people. He can become
anything. He can also turn into any Superhero to help them fight evil. Also he
can fly fast and he can become invisible. Fire Face can also teleport to any
place.
Characteristics: He has white eyes. The color of his costume is black and red.
His mouth is white. He has fire arms and body. He is a good guy.
How Did Arthur Become a Superhero?
Arthur was born in 1699. Arthur was an astronaut. He was in his
spaceship and they took off to Mars. So when they got to Mars they were
looking for aliens. They found lots and lots of aliens. So they ran as fast as
they could. Arthur’s friends took off without him. The aliens put some of their
hot lava on Arthur’s body and he turned into Fire Face. Then he said, “I’ll
destroy my enemies.” He found the aliens and killed them. He killed every alien
and now Fire Face saves people from crime.
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The Super Hero Project

Name:

Plant Woman
Group Members’ Name:
Wendy (9 years old)

School

- Country

- City

Nisley- USA- Grand Junction
Teacher:

Mrs. Peak

Powers:
Fly, shoot lasers, make force fields, shoot blue fire, shape shifter
Characteristics:
Red and pink dress, blue fire, wings, pink mask, really long hair
How Plant Woman Became a Superhero
Plant Woman was born on Pluto. She was on a mission. On accident
she went to planet Earth. She wanted to go to Pluto. One day she heard
that Pluto was destroyed. Now that she is stuck on Earth she helps
capture bad guys. She has two jobs. One is being a Superhero and the
other one is working for the newspaper.
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